
TKR TRANSCRIPT: DR. CHARLES T. TART IN CONFERENCE14 July 2009 at www.dojopsi.com/chat/
Ten Thousand Roads Remote Viewing and Dowsing Project (“TKR”)Project Home: http://www.tenthousandroads.comDiscussion Forum: http://www.dojopsi.info/forum/Viewer Studios & RV Galleries: http://www.dojopsi.com/tkr/Email: “Remote-Viewing” at Yahoo and Google groups

Introduction to the chat guest:A web page made to feature Dr. Tart, this transcript, and other information about or from him now or in the future is location here: http://www.dojopsi.com/rvexpo/DrTart/
TKR on Dr. Tart's invitation to chat: We are honored to welcome Dr. Charles T. Tart for a live  
online chat interview. Dr. Tart is a legend in the Parapsychology and Transpersonal Psychology fields!  
You can find his website at paradigm-sys.com and his blog at blog.paradigm-sys.com

About Dr. Tart: Dr. Charles T. Tart has been involved with research and theory in the fields of  
Hypnosis, Psychology, Transpersonal Psychology, Parapsychology, Consciousness and Mindfulness  
since 1963. He has authored over a dozen books, two of which became widely-used textbooks; he has 
had more than 250 articles published in professional journals and books, including lead articles in  
such prestigious scientific journals as Science and Nature, and provides regular public speaking 
appearances.  

This transcript was obtained from a live chat held in the TKR chat room at the Dojo Psi. Copyright © 2009 to Charles Tart and Palyne “PJ” Gaenir (www.palyne.com) on behalf of TKR and the Dojo Psi. (Transcript integrity notes: typos corrected, topical Q&A put more cohesively together, room traffic ignored.) Chat moderator: PJ Gaenir.Dr. Charles Tart in Conference at TKR [moderated session July 14, 2009 at 10:00pm Eastern Daylight Time at www.dojopsi.com/chat/]
We are Ten Thousand Roads Remote Viewing and Dowsing Project aka "TKR."  The rules are  
simple: Relax, have fun, be cordial, no politics or religion. Remote Viewing rocks!Palyne_Gaenir: TKR would like to welcome Dr. Charles T. Tart to a 90 minute text chat conference. This is July 14, 2009 at 7:00 PM Pacific Time. A transcript of this chat will be offered at http://www.dojopsi.com/rvexpo/DrTart/ within a few days after this chat for those coming in late or who miss it. Good evening Dr. Tart! Thank you for joining us!Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Hello whoever is there!Palyne_Gaenir: Thanks for coming tonight. I was hoping we could start out with a little info about your cool new book! What inspired you to write this?
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Dr._Charles_T_Tart: OK. Let me upload a few paragraphs that I sent out to my mailing list, announcing the book and why I thought it was important.Palyne_Gaenir: Sure!Dr._Charles_T_Tart: I am proud to finally announce the publication of what may be my most important book, The End of Materialism: How Evidence of the Paranormal is Bringing Science and Spirit Together. Three plus years to write, fifty plus years to prepare to write. I met with a dozen staff of the publisher, New Harbinger, in Oakland a few months ago, and they asked me to tell them, in a few words, why the book was important, what could they tell potential readers?  I responded with a question: how many of them had some sort of personal spiritual practice, such as meditation or prayer?  I had just met these folks, so this was a rather personal question to ask them to respond to in front of a group, but this was California, we're supposed to be honest and open folks, so after a few seconds everybody’s hand went up. I looked at them seriously, and after a few seconds of silence told them that, if I spoke from the position of a modern scientist, which I certainly was, I would have to tell them that they were all fools!  Ignorant fools at best, neurotic fools at worst.  Didn't they know that science had long ago shown that all religion and spirituality were nonsense, the only reality was that of the physical world? Like most of us, I have a strong need to be liked, so I felt like I was taking a risk in calling them fools, but I wanted to quickly get across the main thrust of The End of Materialism: in modern life many of us do believe that science has shown all spirituality to be nonsense.  Yet my experience, both personally and professionally, has convinced me that there is some real and vitally important sense in which we do have a spiritual nature, and to deny and repress it wounds and lessens us.  If you think the smartest people in your culture, the scientists, have proven your spiritual feelings to be dumb and neurotic, of course you try to suppress them... but yet... So many modern people are thus wounded. But my scientific work, as well as that of many colleagues, has shown me that, properly applied, essential science has actually provided a great deal of support for the reality of some kind of spiritual nature for us, so the suffering that comes from denial and suppression is unnecessary and useless.  The main thrust of The End of Materialism is to give readers the kind of data that allowed me to reach a personal resolution where I can be both devoted to science and trying to develop and practice my spiritual side.  If two living people, for example, can occasionally demonstrate telepathic communication under tightly controlled laboratory conditions, is the idea of prayer, a telepathic kind of communication with someone/something beyond us inherently nonsensical?  I don't think so. ... Of course there are nonsensical elements mixed in with religion and spirituality: that's 
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true for all areas of human life. But to totally deny our spiritual nature, as science apparently does, harms and inhibits people. Indeed, it's not science that denies our spirituality, it's scientism, a rigid philosophy of materialism, masquerading as science. I think the New Harbinger folks ended up liking me at the end, and they got the point. The End of Materialism is aimed at reducing useless human suffering by showing people that it's rational and sensible to be both scientifically and spiritually oriented.Dr._Charles_T_Tart: OK, that says it.  I'm proud of the book, and it is my magnum opus bringing a lot of stuff together.Palyne_Gaenir: Your recent book is titled "An End To Materialism". What do you think of physicist Bernard d' Espagnat's rejection of both materialism and idealism, and his asserting that the closest we can get is the notion of a "veiled reality"?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: I haven't read him, so I would make a fool of myself to express anything too strongly.  But in general, a lot of scientists try to bridge the spirit-science gap by talking about how complex and beautiful  things are... but I don't think that's enough, we have to directly deal with the question of the reality of spiritual stuff.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you ever feel that modern 'psi' stuff -- including remote viewing -- might be a side-track 'off the path' of what is truly spiritual? Like a distraction? Or do you think it helps people focus away from the physical and on 'being more than their body'?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: It can be a distraction, anything can be a distraction, of course, or you can use it constructively.  RV to me is fascinating, but in the context of spiritual stuff, its implications are more important than its applications, its implication that mind is more than the physical brain, i.e. may be spiritual [is] more important than locating stuff at a distance. I feel that way about most psi phenomena.  Who needs telepathy when we have cell phones?  Well sometimes, of course, telepathy is the only thing that might work, but again the implications interest me more than the applications -- although I've spent a major part of my research career trying to improve the applications, like making telepathy work better.Palyne_Gaenir: Fear of Psi seems a serious issue. It seems like this is planet-wide pervasive. Yet most modern people don't think it's an issue, say with remote viewing. Do you think this is denial, or that maybe some people really are just free of that?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Denial is an important point.  It differs a lot for different people, of course.  But I've found that many people have strong fears of strong psi in any form once you get below the surface level.  By denying psi exists, of course, you never have to deal with your fears of it.  That doesn't stop them from affecting you though... I've got several articles on my main web site dealing with fears of psi and how to deal with them.  Not the 
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final word in any way, but opening up the issues.  Pretending you're not afraid is not a useful way to deal with fears in the long run.Palyne_Gaenir: You've done some serious work with altered states.. Do you think drug altered states in some cases can aide RV, or are they all harmful?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Drugs per se make some changes in brain functioning, but where they go from there depends an awful lot on psychological intention and setting.  There were a few old studies giving psychedelics to people to see if it helped psi in lab tests -- it didn't, but I think the studies were very naive, they didn't train the subjects on how to control and use the drug state, and they didn't devise tests that would be interesting to someone in a drug state. For example, I was given mescaline a zillion years ago, an interesting story, and I had agreed to do ESP card calling tests beforehand.  When we got to that, I was exploring the cosmos and they wanted me to call cards?  How boring!  But it was for science, and I had agreed to it, so... but what I did was dissociate a part of my mind to generate the card symbols, connected it to my vocal cords, and let it rip, while "I" went on exploring the cosmos. Chance results,  surprise, surprise, you don't really try, nothing happens.Palyne_Gaenir: That's interesting! Well, you had fun, anyway. ;-)Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Yes, I had fun, and I learned the real meaning of dissociation. If you look at traditional societies where shamans use drugs to get into ASCs, they don't just "trip," they are trained to focus the states on tasks considered useful by their culture, like RVing where the lost cow is.Palyne_Gaenir: {personal note: I saw a paper from Dr. Tart titled "Sex, Drugs, and Altered States of Consciousness" in 1995. I went, "Wow! This guy is my kind of scientist!!" ;-)}Dr._Charles_T_Tart: I was originally asked to co-author a paper on sex and altered states with a woman who represented a prostitutes' union, but my wife said no way...   ;-)Palyne_Gaenir: To what degree do you think fear of psi hinders the practice of it in most people?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Fear of psi.  As long as psi remains an intellectual amusement, it doesn't arouse much fear.  When it gets strong and obvious, that can rouse fears.Palyne_Gaenir: Double-blind with hard feedback is as strong and obvious as it gets. Makes sense.Dr._Charles_T_Tart: I had a woman percipient/subject working a 10-choice telepathy 
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trainer, e.g., and when she would start getting 50% instead of the 10% you'd expect by chance, she freaked out.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you think your own fear of the paranormal has lessened over the years due to your focus and research in it?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: My own fear of the paranormal.  Well I think it's less, but I have to consider the possibility that I've simply learned to avoid situations that might arouse any fears I have...  ;-)Palyne_Gaenir: I recall a paper on your site regarding the 'Spiritual Emergence Network' - can you tell me something about that?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Yeah.  A lot of ordinary people have spontaneous psychic or spiritual experiences, but they have no cultural framework for interpreting them other than "crazy" or "the devil," so this makes for a lot of anxiety and suffering.  Some years ago Stan Grof started the Spiritual Emergency Network (SEN), now called the Spiritual Emergence Network, to counsel people on this. In most cases, simply being able to talk to someone about your unusual experience without that someone condemning you or thinking you were crazy was sufficient to relieve the anxiety.  I don't know how many times I helped people feel better this way.  They gave me high status as a professor, and when I put a name on their experience e.g., "telepathy," they felt much better. SEN still exists, they would try to find someone in your area you could have coffee with and talk to.  Sometimes they could even train mental health professionals to not think psychic experiences were per se crazy.Palyne_Gaenir: Is fear of  psi, fear of people who may have secret powers over you, or is it fear that the universe is more than we can grasp?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Fear of psi may come from many reasons.  For some it's fear of other peoples' possible power over you, although that readily shades into unrealistic paranoia. For others it's fear of the responsibility.  If you knew, telepathically, that your neighbor is thinking of suicide, are you now responsible for her life?Palyne_Gaenir: Yeah, that's disturbing. In your experience, does fear of psi automatically dampen the functioning of it in some people? Sort of a "rubber band effect?"Dr._Charles_T_Tart: I'm sure fear of psi dampens it in some people.  Their big concern is now to get rid of it!  Sometimes that may be the right thing to do if it's overwhelming you, other times trying to repress it will just cause more trouble. Some people feel, usually in retrospect, that the "spirit world" has elected them to become psychic and if they resist, it cause trouble.  Of course our society doesn't support this, so going along with it causes 
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trouble!  It can be hard to find the right balance.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you think that psi will ever be totally accepted by mainstream science and society?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Hard to know.  There have been big changes in what's acceptable and not in my lifetime, so I'm hesitant to predict. Some of those changes have been for the better, others for the worse. For example openness about sexuality has been very good in cutting down neurosis centered around sex.  On the other hand, using sex to sell everything is not so hot. (I wasn't intending to pun there, it just came out!) (...)Palyne_Gaenir: You did hypnosis in the 1960s -- why did you leave that area of research?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: I left it because I was interested in so many things!  I was quite specialized in it, but then realized hypnosis was one among many altered states of consciousness (ASCs), and I wanted to understand the big picture, not just hypnosis.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you think hypnosis can have potential benefits to RV? In what way? Have there been any studies in the lab linking hypnosis and increased psi effect?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: If hypnosis were used properly, and that's a big IF, it probably could help in training.  But nothing has been done that I know of.  The few studies using hypnosis to aid ESP in general got mixed results and, from the view of sophisticated hypnosis research,were naive. The operating assumption seemed to be that hypnosis was weird and wonderful, ESP was weird and wonderful, so if you put them together something great would happen. But it really calls for much more sophistication.  One of my former students, Etzel Cardena, may be applying hypnosis to ESP in a much more sophisticated way now and I'm looking forward to that. The big picture on ASCs, incidentally, is what led me to write my "States of Consciousness" book (available from Amazon), not to be confused with my Altered States of Consciousness book.  (Never write two books with very similar titles, people read one and think they've read the other!) I should have called the second one Altered States Strikes Back or Son of Altered States. ;-)Palyne_Gaenir: LOL! ;-) Could hypnosis help alleviate the fear of PSI?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Maybe.  Again it's not a general panacea, it's a matter of psychotherapy type approaches with hypnosis adapted to a particular individual.  You could easily suppress the fear of psi with hypnosis, but it would just go deeper.Palyne_Gaenir: You and Bob Monroe were long-time friends and you have a paper or two about working on OBE's with him. What do you think about OBE stuff now? And do you have these experiences yourself, ever?
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Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Bob Monroe was one of my best friends,and I miss him. He was an honest man, and his OBEs were distinct, important experiences.  He was also always curious, never thinking he had the final answers and closing his mind. As to OBEs myself, no, I've never had a full one.  But I did coin the acronym OBE. Actually the first acronym I published was OOBE, but then I was punished for that for many years as people told me about their oooobeees, they pronounced it! Finally a journal editor told me you don't capitalize the O in OF....  ;-)Palyne_Gaenir: In 1973 you wrote in an article that anesthetics (like nitrous oxide) and other drugs may be a promising way to induce OBE's for study in the lab. Has this been attempted since then?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: I still think it's promising, but there is no legal work with drugs and OBEs going on that I know of.  You couldn't get research money for it, too much prejudice, OBEs are crazy, ASCs are crazy, you must be crazy to want to put them together.  That's the attitude you have to deal with   ;-(Palyne_Gaenir: Did you ever meet Terrence McKenna?  What do you think about his body of work and approach?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Yes, I chatted with Terrence several times, usually down at Esalen. What a charming Irish poet!  He was one of the people who could make me feel real square. ;-) As to his ideas, they go way, way out there, beyond my understanding, I don't know to what degree they are profound understanding and/or poetic illusions... and I wish I could write such cool poetry!Palyne_Gaenir: What about Ian Stevenson, do you have any exposure to his work? What do you think about the "past life regression" stuff? Do you think there might be something legitimate to that?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: I worked in Stevenson's department for a year, but he was usually away, investigating child recall cases.  But I have enormous respect for his work.  I didn't get involved in it because I saw that if you were going to be really thorough and careful like he was, reincarnation investigation became your life's work, and I had too many other things I wanted to do. As to hypnosis, it's very tricky, you easily get fantasies that look like memories.  Ideally for proving reincarnation you should have a subject who comes up with detailed, verifiable info on a past life that you can be SURE they did not pick up from normal sources. But we've all seen so many TV specials on past times that our subconscious minds are full of info, and it makes investigation harder. Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Right now I've been asked to review the Soul Survivor book, which is a 
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fantastically good case of childhood recall of a previous incarnation...if it's factually true.  I suspect it is, but can't really know.  Read that book if you want to be impressed. I'm biased in favor of reincarnation, life is so interesting and clearly one lifetime is not enough to learn much.  But I'm also biased in hoping for truth, so I try to put my biases aside in judging.  As I say in The End of Materialism book, reincarnation is one of the Many Maybes, enough evidence that it would be foolish to ignore reincarnation...But not enough that you'd want to say it's clearly proven.Palyne_Gaenir: Have you ever seen any evidence for actual psychokinesis?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Yes.  In the summer after my sophomore year in college I worked for Andrijha Puharich and we had a man visit who claimed he could influence the spin of a silver dollar.  He would get 60, 70% of what he wanted in coins that didn't seem to be biased. What really interested me was that when I was writing about this for the book, I completely forgot that we ran a special experiment with him in a Faraday cage, an electrical setup that Puharich thought increased psi, and he got 100 heads in a row.  How could I forget that?  Only reviewing my notes brought it back.  Could fear of psi apply to ME?  Curses! ;-)Palyne_Gaenir: What are your views on Rupert Sheldrake's theory of morphogenetic fields?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Great theory, makes good sense out of a lot of stuff.  And he got a fair amount of attention from mainstream scientists on this, which is pretty unusual.Palyne_Gaenir: You were in Electronic Engineering and then at sort of the last second, switched your PhD to Psychology, is that right? Why did you change?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Right.  Changed for two reasons.  First, calculus and chemistry were killing me!  Second I discovered you could be a psychologist, which was close to my interest in parapsychology.  Push and pull.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you think your 'logical' bent has contributed to your ability to deal with "out-there" topics and stay... um, sane?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Logical...well I can be pretty logical, but I'm also fairly intuitive in the sense that answers just come to me and I fill in the reasoning afterwards. I also have an interesting dynamic, all my life, I'm curious and open about many things, but I hate to be fooled!  I can be the one who fools myself too. E.g., when I was a teenager I once went to a lecture/demonstration of electrical phenomena.  Tesla coils, all sorts of stuff that really fascinated me!  But it turned out this was the bait that the evangelist who ran the show used to bring people in, and he got more and more evangelizing, and pretty soon I was 
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ready to walk down the aisle and give myself up to Christ. But some part of me realized that I was being manipulated by a master.  He was playing on my good desires and instincts, but basically I was being mentally raped.  I didn't like that. So I try to be open to people's ideas, but careful about the deeper level of what's happening.  Do I accept something, e.g., because it actually makes sense to me, or am I feeling lonely and want to be accepted?Palyne_Gaenir: Do you have an opinion as to why the Faraday cage made such an astounding difference (in the earlier note about Puharich in the lab)? Physical science, or it did something for him psychologically?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: The Faraday cage effect makes no sense in terms of physics.  But hooked up (electrically) one way it could enhance ESP, another way it could inhibit it.  I did a small replication study of it in my lab at UC Davis, got similar results, but not spectacular ones as I was using ordinary college students as subjects rather than preselected psychics.  Insofar as the Faraday cage may be a controllable shield or amplifier, it's terribly important, but Puharich was thought of as a crackpot by most parapsychologists and his work ignored.  Sad. I'd love to see RVing done from Faraday cages. For those who don't know, a Faraday cage is an electrically shielded room, metal all the way around. In the early RV research, Faraday cages were occasionally used just to test whether RVing was electromagnetic or not, the cages attenuate radio signals, but they weren't tested the way Puharich used them.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you think quantum physics can explain psi, or is it just a popular metaphor?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Quantum physics.  Yes, it's a fantastic metaphor!  It gives us psychological permission to be psychic!  As to its actual applicability, I have no idea, I know I don't understand the physics.  And, bottom line here, quantum physicists don't get any better results in ESP experiments than those who believe in other things, like spirits, etc. I tease my physicist friends about this when they wax rhapsodic about quantum physics.  Show me the superior results, I say...Palyne_Gaenir: Do you think our basic, and perhaps false beliefs about the nature of space and time inhibit "high-level" psi functioning?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Our basic beliefs about space and time are very useful for ordinary life, but they certainly inhibit psi functioning.  After all, a psi experiment is one where you set things up so that by the standards of ordinary space and time, nothing can happen, yet something happens. If I were trying to get people in the mood to use psychic functioning, I'd talk about quantum physics for most moderns.  But [then I'd be] doing brain washing, not physics.
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Palyne_Gaenir: From your decades of research in psi and altered states, what do you think is the most important thing for practicing psychics / remote viewers to remember?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Tough question!  Depends what you want. If what you want is to continue functioning at your current psychic level, and it's working pretty well, then don't mess with your belief system. On the other hand, if you're curious and want to go beyond your current beliefs, you have to mess with it, you have to try new things and be open to learning new things. It's like with athletes, they can reach a performance plateau from which they can't improve.  The only way up is to break their current skill set and start over.  That's hard!Palyne_Gaenir: Have you found that altered states are more conducive to psi?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: If you look at spontaneous psi experience, those things that just happen to us, then yes, dream states, distracted states, etc. are often psi conducive.  If you're talking about deliberate, reliable psi, I'd say the evidence we have so far certainly suggests that the right ASCs can help, but we don't know that yet.  And again individual differences probably matter a lot.Palyne_Gaenir: How did Puharich use the cages that was different?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: His cages were solid copper -- you get air ions going through screen which changes things -- and they sat on glass blocks to electrically insulate them from ground.  Then psi-conducive conditions were either connecting the cage to a ground rod or charging it up to a steady, high voltage (5,000 volts or so) state.  The latter part was "fun," you had to lead into it without touching anything to avoid being electrocuted. If you let the cage electrically "float," not connected to ground, that inhibited psi. He used talented psychics too, people who would show significant psi under ordinary room conditions. Many other variations too.  Some of this is mentioned in his various books, a lot remains unpublished.Palyne_Gaenir: The title of your book would seem to indicate your belief that once science accepts spiritual and psi things then mankind as a whole will get better. I've met some fairly unnice science types along with some fairly unnice "spiritually aware" and psi aware people. Why do you think combining science with  accepting spirituality is going to make such a profound difference in mankind? Hope? Or that curiosity and invention would trump man's lesser qualities?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Again, lots of individual differences here.  Someone once was arguing with, I believe, Ghandi, and said that if the West believed in reincarnation people would act better.  Ghandi said we have just as many rogues in India as in the West. But more 
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basically, if the material world is all there is, it takes the deeper meaning out of life.  I suggest people try the Western Creed exercise mentioned in the book -- there's a website for doing it online too -- to see what pernicious effects a materialistic view can have on them. Materialism doesn't FORCE you to be depressed and see life as meaningless, but it lends itself to that direction.  If life is an accident, just some molecules bumping together, and we all die anyway, why should I give a damn how you feel?  Why not exploit you for my benefit?  We all die in the end anyway, nothing afterwards, no regrets.  That's an easy interpretation of materialism. The existence of psi abilities, on the other hand, shows that materialism is quite incomplete in explaining the universe, that we indeed have some abilities we would expect a spiritual being to have. For example, from a materialist point of view, prayer is talking to yourself.  Period.  End of story.  Waste of time other than psyching yourself up. But once you know about telepathy, well maybe your mind is indeed reaching out in prayer, reaching some other sort of being, [s] prayer is not inherently nonsensical after all.Palyne_Gaenir: Elmer Green and Ingo Swann did the kind of cage work you mention (I think), Swann talked about it in his book 'psychic sexuality'. Yet some other scientists familiar with research in psi and these cages insist none of this can have an effect. Have you seen or heard of anyone other than Puharich and Green doing this kind of study?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Green's work is fascinating and I know about it, but it was quite different from Puharich's work.  I don't know what Ingo said about this.  To my knowledge, nobody else but me has tested any of Puharich's claims. As I said I used ordinary college students, so the effects were much weaker than with talented psychics. But as I often remind people, psychology is the study of college sophomores by former college sophomores for the benefit of future college sophomores. ;-)Palyne_Gaenir: haha! What kind of prejudices have you had to deal with in the scientific community due to your focus? Has it gotten better over the years, or worse?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Lots of prejudice, almost all irrational.  Almost never something properly scientific like "This experiment of yours was flawed in such-and-such a way," but blanket dismissal because ESP cannot be real to begin with.  Ah, the faith of the Materialists...  ;-(  And then this kind of prejudice has been rationalized, never admitted to honestly.  Once, for example, I was denied a routine promotion with the excuse that the book I had written in that period was too readable, so it clearly couldn't be of any real academic value. Sorry I learned to write clearly... ;-)Palyne_Gaenir: What is the concept you find important, that you've had the most difficulty getting across in all your years of public speaking and writing?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: The most difficult?  Not going to extremes, being willing to actually 
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look at the evidence.  For example, I teach now at the Institute of Transpersonal Psychology, a unique and wonderful graduate school, but one problem is that too many of the students are too credulous!  They tend to believe anything that's labeled "psychic" or "spiritual". I try to teach them to discriminate. When new students enter ITP, I welcome them, tell them we're going to teach them all sorts of important and wonderful spiritual stuff over the next few years... but incidentally, at least 50% of what we teach is nonsense, and we, the faculty, don't know what 50% that is.  ;-)  (And people tell me I'm an optimist, only 50% bull****?)Palyne_Gaenir: Moving forward, what are the areas that might be best- hope for the short term of science and spirituality finding common ground?Dr._Charles_T_Tart: That's what The End of Materialism (book) is all about: reviewing the psychic phenomena we're sure of, The Big Five, that we can build a science of spirit on, and the Many Maybes, that may well be aspects of our psychic and spiritual nature too. The hope is not simply to get rid of the pernicious effects of dogmatic materialism which dismisses people's spiritual longings... But to start research on how to make spiritual practices more effective! It's nice to tell people they can be more spiritual, but how do you make that into growth exercises that actually work for people? The big point, the Big Point, of my work and the book is that it's reasonable to be BOTH scientific and spiritual, you don't have to deny your spirituality.Palyne_Gaenir: We have more questions here but our time is up. Dr. Tart, thanks so much for taking the time to be here with us tonight! This was terrific, very thought provoking! I think your book, "The End of Materialism", will be a fabulous read. Thanks for all the work you do in bringing these things together in the world.Dr._Charles_T_Tart: Thanks for the opportunity to share some of the things I've learned.[end chat, July 14, 2009 at 11:32pm Eastern Time]
This interview is a part of the REMOTE VIEWING EXPO JULY 2009 held by TKR, the Ten 
Thousand Roads Remote Viewing and Dowsing Project. Expo: http://www.dojopsi.com/rvexpo/ . The page for Dr. Tart's materials/info is http://www.dojopsi.com/rvexpo/DrTart/. To talk more about this conference or its ideas, visit the TKR Remote Viewing Forum at http://www.dojopsi.info/forum/. To try some hands-on remote viewing, visit Viewer Studios and RV Galleries at TKR at the Dojo Psi, at http://www.dojopsi.com/tkr/. To casual chat with other viewers, visit us Monday nights 8:30-10:30pm Eastern at http://www.dojopsi.com/chat/.
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